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The Yana Platform

Increase Your Profitability
Delight Your Customers
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What We Do
Spillage and spoilage cost the global airline industry billions annually. Traditional revenue
management and operations processes greatly mitigate the impact, but they cannot be 100% perfect,
leaving significant value untapped.
Volantio’s Yana platform provides airline revenue management and operations teams with a tool to
unlock this value, optimizing revenue and capacity while improving overall customer experience. Yana
is fully automated, mobile-based, and guided by machine learning with two core modules:
Revenue Optimization

Ticket Purchased

Trip Planning

Ops Window Opens

Check-in

Departure

Operations Optimization

Revenue Optimization
Reduce spillage and spoilage and maximize RASK, by enabling airlines to buy
back and resell high value inventory at any point after customers have booked
Push oversell levels higher when necessary, or have greater flexibility to
downgauge, driving higher overall unit revenue

Operations Optimization
Unlock higher load factors and improve operational performance by automating
passenger reaccommodation in oversell, downgauge, and IROPs situations
Reduce stress on front line staff and passengers during potential denied boarding
situations by better managing passenger expectations in advance

The team at Volantio were able to deliver a complex solution to solve IndiGo’s business needs on short notice.
Volantio’s customer service and delivery teams were highly receptive to our requirements, were willing
to and capable of customizing the solution which suited our business model. They have helped us improve
certain elements of revenue management as well as enhance the customer experience. Volantio continues to
successfully address additional use cases for our team and help IndiGo maintain its leadership position in
passenger focused technology.

Ankur Garg, Vice President - Revenue Management & Distribution, IndiGo
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How It Works
Our partners use the Yana platform to proactively identify flexible passengers on target flights, make
them offers to move to lower demand flights, and automatically rebook them once they accept.
Passengers are notified, via mobile communications, enabling them to respond in real-time.
1. Identify flights. Yana targets
flights based on a series of profit
optimizing business rules and
machine learning
2. Identify flexible passengers. Via
our PSS integration,Yana queries
flight manifests and identifies
passengers most likely to be flexible
3. Target with offers. Yana targets
those passengers with offers (e.g.
vouchers, miles, and upgrades) to
move to alternative flights
4. Send message. Offers are sent
via mobile and passengers can
accept in real-time in seconds
5. Automatically reaccommodate.
Passengers are automatically
rebooked to their new flight and sent
an updated itinerary
6. Issue compensation.
Compensation is automatically
issued to passengers via mobile
7. Value Reporting. Yana calculates
the value created on a flight-by-flight
basis and provides this information to
our partners in a visual dashboard
8. Continuous optimization.
Yana’s machine learning algorithms
continuously optimize to drive the
highest value for our partners
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Key Features
Real-time Omnichannel Messaging. Connect with passengers 24/7 through multiple channels,
including SMS, mobile app, e-mail, WhatsApp, and others. Passengers can respond in real-time,
enabling them to evaluate an offer, select their preferred choice, and be rebooked within seconds.

Fully Automated. Yana targets flights based
on a series of profit optimizing business rules,
identifies alternatives, sends customized offers
to customers, processes responses, rebooks
passengers, and issues compensation. All
automatically.

Powered by Machine Learning. We combine
millions of data points to determine, on a flightby-flight basis, the optimal number of seats
to recover and the optimal benefit to offer
passengers, leading to a profit optimized result.
A constant feedback loop ensures ongoing selfoptimization.

Advanced Notice

Offer Amount

Alternative Flight

Fare Class

Time of Departure

Size of Party
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The Benefits
The Yana platform is designed to be a win-win for both our partners and their passengers.
Increased yields. Our Revenue Optimization module delivers 3x to 5x returns on
reacquired inventory, while enabling airlines to push their overbooking levels higher
Decreased costs. Through machine learning powered offers and automation, Yana is
able to reduce the costs of passenger reaccommodation
Reduced operational stress. Front line staff report that Yana helps them handle
potential denied boarding situations with significantly less stress
Improved customer satisfaction. Passengers love Yana’s functionality, due to the
increased choice and greater self-service opportunities it provides them
Volantio is an official Amadeus partner. Benefit from Volantio’s seamless integration
with Amadeus Altéa, reducing implementation times and costs

Why Volantio
Partner focused. Volantio believes it is our responsibility to ensure our partners receive the
maximum possible value out of our platform. We provide all partners with a dedicated Customer
Success Manager, who organizes weekly check-ins and monthly in-person visits, to maximize our
partners’ success.
Experienced. Volantio launched the Yana platform in 2017, and we have since integrated with all
major PSS systems including Amadeus, Sabre, and Navitaire. We understand and have solved the
numerous practical challenges that can arise when integrating with these complex systems.
Constantly innovating. Yana is not a static platform. Volantio is constantly innovating to improve and
extend its functionality, benefitting all of our partners.

Our feedback has been positive from our guests and agents, with a higher percentage of guests happily
volunteering. In the past there was a level of frustration on both parts, but now these volunteers are coming to us,
and they are excited. The process before caused some anxiety for our agents so it’s been really nice having the new
system out, adding new automation support helping to collect volunteers for us. As a result, the Volantio platform
has become a core part of our revenue management and operations processes.
Kevin Ger, Vice President - Pricing and Revenue Management, Alaska Airlines
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About Us
Volantio is the global leader in post-booking revenue and operations optimization software. Our
purpose is to drive higher value for the travel industry, while also making travelers better off.
We partner with major airlines globally and are backed by leading strategic and industry investors.
Volantio is headquartered in Atlanta, GA with team members in Australia and the Netherlands. We
have a highly skilled team who are passionate about travel, building an exceptional product, and
delivering unparalleled service to our partners.

Commercial Model
Volantio’s software as a service commercial model is linked to the value the platform drives and
overall partner usage. We charge an initial set-up fee based on the specific modules implemented
and the complexity of the airlines’ requirements.

Our Customers

Backed By

Contact
www.volantio.com
info@volantio.com
+1 (716) 748-1458

US Headquarters
The Flatiron Building
84 Peachtree St. NW
Atlanta, GA 30303

